Abstract-Integrating mutual information of fingerprint orientation with minutia template matching result can enhance the performance of fingerprint recognition system. To reduce the size of fingerprint template data in embedded system, an improved run length encoding algorithm for fingerprint template compression is proposed. The trade-offs between orientation compression and fingerprint recognition performance is studied. Several experimental tests have been conducted and results show the good performance of the algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Most of the fingerprint verification systems required to provide a high processing speed and high degree of security are prominently based on minutiae matching and several efficient minutia-based matching algorithms have been proposed [1] [2] [3] . Fingerprint minutia template consists of minutia type, coordinates, ridge direction, curvature and iner-ridge number, etc., that need less than 10 Bytes of storage. There are on average 50 valid minutiae in which the principle categories are ridge endings and bifurcations that represent the local fine characteristics.
Combination of minutiae information that is essential local features of fingerprint and orientation information describing the global patterns can improve the performance of the fingerprint recognition system. In this paper, mutual information is proposed to evaluate similarity of two fingerprints that is descried as a powerful measure for the registration of multimodality medical images which have showed great promise and have been used in a wide variety of applications [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Grey values of image pixels are subtituted by fingerprint orientation fields to estimate mutual information because of its high noise immunity that has been used for fingerprint registration [9] .
Several approaches to estimation of fingerprint orientation fields have been represented that is computed in blocksize [10] [11] [12] [13] . Jian's method [10] is adopted in this paper in which the fingerprint image is divided into blocks of a fixed size of w w × pixels. Howerever, fingerprint orientation fields need large storage capability that is not suited for embedded system. Generally, Therefore, it is necessary to study trade-offs between fingerprint orientation storage and recognition performance of embedded system. Run Length Encoding (RLE) is a popular data compression algorithm that is supported by most bitmap file formats, such as TIFF, BMP, and PCX [14] [15] . This paper proposes an impoved RLE method of fingerprint orientation fields that are firstly quantized in an appropriate interval.
This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 provides the algorithm for estimation of fingerprint orientation fields, while approaches to quantization and compression of fingerprint orientation fields are described in section 3. We present fingerprint matching method combining orientation and minutia information in section 4. In section 5, experimental results and conclusions are given finally. 
II. ESTIMATION OF FINGERPRINT ORIENTATION FIELDS
where ( , ) I x y denotes grey value of pixel ( , ) x y . Direction angle α at ( , )
x y can be given by 2 2
Fingerprint orientation fields represent global texture information that vary slowly at adjacent pixles, so the fingerprint image is divided into blocks of a fixed size of 
Finally, some smoothing work is carried out on the orientation fields and in general, fingerprint orientation
III. QUANTIZATION AND COMPRESSION
RLE is a lossless algorithm that offers decent compression ratios in specific types of data and is a good introduction into the data compression field including video, voice, images, text, music, etc.. The algorithm is based on the idea to replace a long sequence of the same symbol by a shorter sequence. As far as a fingerprint image is concerned, orientation data have approximate characteristic of ascending or descending order in a local area. Consequently, the deviation between two directional angles of successive blocks is calculated and only the first block orientation value is stored while others are substituted with frequence of identical deviation. 
where [ ] means the nearest integer function.
Accordingly, Fingerprint orientation template consists of block-size orientation fields that the angle value is quantized in the range from 0 to As shown in Figure. 1 (a), RLE is implemented along the positive Z direction. The quantized orientation values in the labelled area and the results of compression storage have been shown in Figure.1 (b) , while an example of 16 bit storage is shown in Figure. 1 (c).
IV. FINGERPRINT MATCHING
A rigid transformation is determined to register two fingerprint images using minutiae coordinates and minutiae angles of corresponding pairs. The query fingerprint is lapped over to the reference one and the fingerprint orientation fields are recalculated on the transformed image with the same blocksize, as shown in Figure. 
The marginal probability distribution, ( ) 
The normalized mutual information of two fingerprint images that is less sensitive to changes in overlap can be given by
MI is a measure of dependence between two fingerprints considering that there is maximal dependence between the orientation fields if they are from the same finger and correctly registered, while unrelated fingerprints or misalignment will result in a decrease in the value. To evaluate the similarity between two fingerprints, the matching score is calculated as a measure of the similarity level integrating with minutia features and orientation information using the product fusion strategy.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The experiments reported in this paper have been conducted on Pattek fingerprint database in CASIA that the images were captured by the capacitor sensor of Veridicom company. The database contains 4000 fingerprint images of size 300 300 × pixels captured at a resolution of 500 dpi, from 200 fingers with 20 impressions per finger, which vary in quality, direction and position.
A set of experiments are implemented to test the compression ratio and the performance of the fingerprint recongnition system using the same minutiae sets, as shown in Table. 1. From the results we can see that the method proposed in this paper outperforms the algorithm based on minutia matching and a fairly high average compression ratio is achieved while the best parameter N=4.
In conclusion, this paper studies trade-offs between compression ratio and recognition performance and the optimization is obtained. Additionally, combining MI of orientation and minutia matching result can improve the performance of the fingerprint recognition system 
